Terry Fox Project - Teachers' Notes
Project Overview
This project consists of three separate application ideas as well as accompanying activity
cards to support students. Teachers might opt to have their students try one, two or all three
applications. Instructions and extension ideas for creating the three applications have been
provided. One application involves students coding a step counter using the micro:bit and
MakeCode program, while the other two applications involve students coding in Lynx, a textbased learning language designed in Canada.

Start in the Right Place!
Our team will help you set up coding clubs, which will allow for students in your class to save
their programs - in a way that both you and they have access to them.

The activity cards, to be used by students, have been designed to support online and/or onsite
learning. They can be printed or accessed online. The project is free to access. Click on this
link and scroll to Terry Fox Project: https://lynxcoding.club/Home/Help#guide.

A limited number of “project kits” which include some micro:bits, printed activity cards and
materials for building the step counters are available on a first-come, first-served basis. The
Federal Government has subsidized this project.

Please contact Michael Quinn at quinnma@gmail.com if you are interested.

We will need you to complete a short survey by Dec. 15, 2020.
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Project Applications:
Application

Technology and Software Applications Used

micro:bit
Step Counter

Makecode (web-based platform, internet
required)

Terry Fox Marathon of Hope Interactive
Steps Converter Program

Lynx (web-based platform, internet
required)

A Terry Fox Interactive Tribute Program

Lynx (web-based platform, internet
required)

Unable to use micro:bits or other digital step counters?
Although the Interactive Steps Converter program requires the user to enter data collected
from the step counter application, should the students not have micro:bits or are unable to use
them, an alternative option (See Appendix A) has been included so that students may still
create the converter program whether they complete the step counter program using micro:bits
or not. The Interactive Tribute program does not require any prior information or any physical
components to complete.

Curriculum connections to the Ontario Curriculum have been suggested for each application
(See Appendixes B, C and D).
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Links and Teacher Tips for each Application
Step Counter
See LynxCoding.club, Help, User Guides, Terry Fox project for the student activity cards
Required Technology:
Micro:bit (with usb cord, battery pack)
Computer with access to internet (for makecode.com)
Description:
This application incorporates the micro:bit, a small programmable device that was created for
educational purposes. Students will program the micro:bit to keep track of their steps, and
wear it as they participate in the Terry Fox Marathon of Hope or any other run.
Computer Programming Concepts Addressed:
•

Sequential coding

•

Variables, counter

•

Physical computing

•

Input/output (accelerometer sensor, buttons, LED display)

Curriculum Connections:
see Appendix B below.

Common Errors and Debugging:
•
If the value on the LED display indicates 0 and is not increasing with each step, ensure
the variable name is used correctly throughout;
•

If changes made in the code are not reflected on the micro:bit, ensure the program is
paired/uploaded to the micro:bit after each change is made.
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Terry Fox Marathon of Hope Interactive Steps Converter Program
Required Technology:
Computer with internet access (for lynxcoding.club/)
Description:
To assist students with creating this application, a starter project is provided. Students will
follow the instructions on the activity cards to create an application that does the following:
•
Asks the user to input the number of steps they ran during the Terry Fox Marathon of
Hope *see Appendix A if students did not complete the micro:bit step counter application
•
Asks the user to input the distance (in km) they ran during the Terry Fox Marathon of
Hope
•
Determines the user’s rate (steps/km)
•
Outputs information about the user’s rate in comparison to Terry Fox’s own Journey 40
years ago including the number of steps they would have taken if they ran as far as
Terry Fox did each day
Computer Programming Concepts Addressed:
•
Sequential programming
•
Variables
•
Math operators
•
Clickable button
•
Procedures/sub-programs
Curriculum Connections:
see Appendix C below
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Common Errors and Debugging:
•
If an error message appears, look at the line indicated and ensure the code is followed
exactly as written on the activity cards, including spaces in between words and
operators
•
Be sure spelling of procedures, primitives, etc., is accurate
•
If 0 is displayed when the Calculate button is pressed, ensure that the variables names
are consistent throughout
•
Use the Help feature within Lynx
•
Check out the user guides within Lynx
•
If the student hovers the cursor over a primitive (e.g.,
setcolour), a tooltip will appear
•
Ensure Learner Mode and Auto-complete are on so that Lynx can help
to determine the primitives/code the student is trying to incorporate
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A Terry Fox Interactive Tribute Program
Required Technology:
Computer with internet access (for lynxcoding.club/)
Description:
To assist students with creating this application, a starter project is provided. Students will follow the
instructions on the activity cards to create an application that includes the following:
•
•
•
•

A clickable Terry Fox character (turtle) which will begin the tribute
A description about Terry Fox’s Marathon of Hope - audio and visual
A short animation of Terry Fox running
A depiction of Terry Fox’s journey on the map of Canada, including descriptions and flags of
each province displayed

Computer Programming Concepts Addressed:
•
Sequential programming
•
Repetition (loops)
•
Procedures/sub-programs
•
Animation
•
Clickable buttons
•
Movement on coordinate grid
•
Audio (optional)
Curriculum Connections:
see Appendix D below.
Common Errors and Debugging:
• Spelling! Make sure all primitives and commands are spelled correctly.
• If the Terry Fox character (turtle) is moving in the wrong direction, use the setheading (or
seth) primitive to adjust the direction - look carefully at the protractor image provided in
the activity cards
• If nothing happens as Terry Fox moves to each city, ensure that the cities (coloured dots)
have the corresponding “On Touch” procedure called by right-clicking on the city
• If an error message appears, look at the line number indicated and ensure the code is
written exactly as shown in the activity cards
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•

Read the comments (grey words that begin with a semicolon ;) provided in the starter
application to understand the code. TComments are in plain English, not code.

•

Use the Help feature within Lynx

•

Check out the user guides within Lynx

•

If the student hovers the cursor over a primitive (e.g.,
setcolour), a tooltip will appear

•

Ensure Learner Mode and Auto-complete are on so that Lynx can help
to determine the primitives/code the student is trying to incorporate

Our team is here to help you. Let us know if you have any questions!
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Appendix A
Determining Step Length WITHOUT a micro:bit, FitBit, iPhone...
This document will provide options for students who do not have access to the micro:bit to
determine the number of steps they ran during their participation in the Marathon of Hope. This
information can then be entered into the
converter program.
To begin, it is interesting to note and
understand the difference between step
length and stride length:
Image retrieved from: https://engar.nahrainuniv.edu.iq/wp-content/
uploads/sites/8/2018/04/change-in-stride-length-and-rate-withrunning-velocity.pdf

Here are some alternatives approaches to
determining the number of steps ran if the
micro:bit application is not created:

OPTION 1
Determine the number of steps ran by using their own fitbit, or other device (i.e., smartphone), if they
have one.

OPTION 2
For those who don’t own a fitbit, iPhone, determine the average of steps ran by students (roughly the
same age and size) who own a fitbit and use this as the steps ran for individual students.
i.e.,
Student A: 5000 steps
Student B: 4800 steps
Student C: 5300 steps
Average = (5000 + 4900 + 5300)/3
Average = 5033

OPTION 3 *Recommended
Students can walk or run 100 m and count the number of steps they take in 100 m. Multiply this number
by 10 to determine the number of steps they take in 1 kilometer (or 1000 m). To determine their step
length, they would take the distance (100 m) and divide it by the number of steps they took.
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Appendix B
Curriculum Connections - Ontario: Step Counter
Mathematics
Grade

Strand

Expectation

4

C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves sequential,
concurrent, repeating, and nested events, and describe how changes to the
code affect the outcomes

5

C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves conditional
statements and other control structures, and describe how changes to the
code affect the outcomes

6

C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves conditional
statements and other control structures, and describe how changes to the
code affect the outcomes and the efficiency of the code

Coding

7

C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves events influenced
by a defined count and/or sub-program and other control structures, and
describe how changes to the code affect the outcomes and the efficiency of
the code

8

C 3.2
read and alter existing code involving the analysis of data in order to inform
and communicate decisions, and describe how changes to the code affect
the outcomes and the efficiency of the code

Physical Education
Grade

Overall Expectation

4-8

Active Living:
B2:
demonstrate an understanding of the importance of being physically active, and apply physical
fitness concepts and practices that contribute to healthy, active living;
Example: setting goals, developing and implementing plans of action
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Appendix C
Curriculum Connections - Ontario: Step Converter Program (Lynx)
Mathematics
Grade

Strand

Expectation

Number

B 2.1
use the properties of operations, and the relationships between addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, to solve problems involving whole
numbers, including those requiring more than one operation, and check
calculations
B 2.8
show simple multiplicative relationships involving whole number rates, using
various tools and drawings

4

Coding

Number

C 3.1
solve problems and create computational representations of mathematical
situations by writing and executing code, including code that involves
sequential, concurrent, repeating, and nested events
C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves sequential,
concurrent, repeating, and nested events, and describe how changes to the
code affect the outcomes
B 2.1
use the properties of operations, and the relationships between operations,
to solve problems involving whole numbers and decimal numbers, including
those requiring more than one operation, and check calculations
B 2.9
represent and create equivalent ratios and rates, using a variety of tools and
models, in various contexts
C 3.1
solve problems and create computational representations of mathematical
situations by writing and executing code, including code that involves
conditional statements and other control structures

5

Coding
C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves conditional
statements and other control structures, and describe how changes to the
code affect the outcomes
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Appendix C, continued
Grade

Strand

Expectation

Number

B 2.1
use the properties of operations, and the relationships between operations, to solve
problems involving whole numbers, decimal numbers, fractions, ratios, rates, and whole
number percents, including those requiring multiple steps or multiple operations
B 2.12
solve problems involving ratios, including percents and rates, using appropriate tools and
strategies

6

Coding

Number

C 3.1
solve problems and create computational representations of mathematical situations by
writing and executing efficient code, including code that involves conditional statements
and other control structures
C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves conditional statements and
other control structures, and describe how changes to the code affect the outcomes and
the efficiency of the code
B 2.1
use the properties and order of operations, and the relationships between operations, to
solve problems involving whole numbers, decimal numbers, fractions, ratios, rates, and
percents, including those requiring multiple steps or multiple operations
B 2.10
identify proportional and non-proportional situations and apply proportional reasoning to
solve problems

7

Coding

Number

C 3.1
solve problems and create computational representations of mathematical situations by
writing and executing efficient code, including code that involves events influenced by a
defined count and/or sub-program and other control structures
C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves events influenced by a defined
count and/or sub-program and other control structures, and describe how changes to the
code affect the outcomes and the efficiency of the code
B 2.1
use the properties and order of operations, and the relationships between operations, to
solve problems involving rational numbers, ratios, rates, and percents, including those
requiring multiple steps or multiple operations
B 2.8
compare proportional situations and determine unknown values in proportional situations,
and apply proportional reasoning to solve problems in various contexts

8

Coding
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C 3.1
solve problems and create computational representations of mathematical situations by
writing and executing code, including code that involves the analysis of data in order to
inform and communicate decisions
C 3.2
read and alter existing code involving the analysis of data in order to inform and
communicate decisions, and describe how changes to the code affect the outcomes and
the efficiency of the code
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Appendix D
Curriculum Connections - Ontario: Tribute Program (Lynx)
Mathematics
Grade

Strand

Expectation
C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves sequential, concurrent,
repeating, and nested events, and describe how changes to the code affect the outcomes

4
5

C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves conditional statements and
other control structures, and describe how changes to the code affect the outcomes and
the efficiency of the code

6

C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves conditional statements and
other control structures, and describe how changes to the code affect the outcomes

Coding
7

C 3.2
read and alter existing code, including code that involves events influenced by a defined
count and/or sub-program and other control structures, and describe how changes to the
code affect the outcomes and the efficiency of the code

8

C 3.2
read and alter existing code involving the analysis of data in order to inform and
communicate decisions, and describe how changes to the code affect the outcomes and
the efficiency of the code

Media Literacy
Grade

4-8
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Overall Expectations
create a variety of media texts for different purposes and audiences, using appropriate forms,
conventions, and techniques;
reflect on and identify their strengths as media interpreters and creators, areas for improvement, and
the strategies they found most helpful in understanding and creating media texts
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